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Introduction
Deep learning has become a key technology in the field of multimedia that facilitates various applications, including
multimedia content analysis and interpretation, encoding, retrieval, compression, and transmission. However,
existing approaches tend to directly apply deep learning network models to handle multimedia tasks without
considering the uniqueness of multimedia data and tasks as well as the hidden semantics that may help to increase
the explainability. The rapid advancement of multimedia applications requires smarter and more advanced
technologies for data management, query, storage, and retrieval. In addition, intelligence and cognitive
interpretation are also required in data management. However, the huge amount of data and resources, the
increasing complexity of data structures, and the prodigious variety of data forms are challenging traditional
multimedia computing algorithms, which are not good at handling cross-media data in terms of semantic
association, inference, generalization, reasoning etc. with the guidance of human knowledge for more explainability.
Through intelligent computing and deep learning, today' s media content production, information distribution and
human-computer interaction are becoming increasingly personalized and service-oriented. Intelligent media
computing represents advanced information components extracted from complex multimedia, including video
detection and object recognition, audio generation and analysis, as well as multi-modal data processing and
computing. In order to manage these intelligent media computing tasks, the architecture as well as the training and
inference methods of current deep neural networks must be adjusted or even redesigned. Moreover, new deep neural
network models are required to support intelligent media applications, including the analysis and interpretation of
live webcast videos, audio and video generation and creation, and cross-modal retrieval. Inspired by such
achievements and challenges, this special issue seeks innovations in applied deep learning techniques for intelligent
multimedia computing and applications.
Scope of the Special Issue
Topics of interests include, but are not limited to:
● New deep network structure/ learning algorithm for
intelligent media
● Multi- modal/ Task learning for intelligent media

● Reinforcement/ Adversarial deep learning for intelligent
media
● Curriculum Learning/ Self- Directed Learning for
intelligent media

● Video coding and processing for intelligent media
●

Natural language processing for intelligent media

● Intelligent media analysis and understanding for medical,
art and broadcasting applications

● Intelligent AR/ VR application with machine/ deep learning
● Web intelligent information retrieval, processing and decision

● Cross- media perception, retrieval and reasoning

● Uncertain information intelligent reasoning, management and
application

● AI- based art generation and creation for intelligent
media
● Explainable intelligent media representation, reasoning
and its applications

● Statistical, structural and syntactic pattern recognition for
intelligent media;

● Surveillance and monitoring applications with intelligent media
● Multimedia data mining, representation, and retrieval;
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